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SUMMARY
cosmic rays interacting with the surface nuclei of the moon
,produce neutrons, some of which emerge from the surface. The energy
spectrum of this emergent albedo will depend strongly on the
composition of the surface, especially upon concentrations of
hydrogen. A measurement of the ratio of the slow to fast neutron
counting rates will serve as an index of the hydrogen content in
the- lunar surface.
A feasibility study is made on the effect on the slow and
fast neutron counting rates due to increases in water content.
A lunar neutron simulator, consisting of neutron detectors and
a fast neutron source, measures the effect of water concentration
on the ratio using a baslatic material like that found on the moon
by the Surveyors. , A sand-water mixture was also used in order to
demonstrate the effects of differing elemental compositions in the
sample.
Data obtained using a 0.3% water content; (by weight) in basalt
indicate an increase of about 4% in the ratio over the 0.2% water content
level. As expected from theory, the variation in ratio with water
concentration is quite linear, for both samples tested.. The
only effect of variations in the elemental composition is to alter
the slope of the line.
We conclude that the experiment as proposed is sufficiQhtly
sensitive to detect a variation in water concentration of 0.15/0
(by weight). Since the least concentration of water expected
is ,,,0.1% ( the amount found in stony meteorites) and the
concentration may be , the 1% found in volcanic rock, it appears
that the lunar neutron albedo experiment will serve as a valuable
tool in remotely prospecting the lunar surface for hydrogen
matter such as water.
INTRODUCTIOIT
A	 LunCir Neutrons
Neutron prod ILIction within the.- s-urface of the moon can
be used as can indicator of tho pre-so-no-c of hydrogen in the
material of the Ivinar crust. The neutrons are producc-4 by
the intoraction of cosmic rays and the surface material.
The neutrons are scattered isotrop-ically and some may escape
the surface of the moon,. This emergent flux is knowni as the
lunar neutron zilbedo.
The production of neutrons with a large fast component
(several Mev) in at maditim of low neutron capture cross sec--
tion creates a process of "thermalization". The fast neutrons
Jose energy d"e to collisions with the sub-surface nuclei
7until- the neutrons have velocities characteristic of. 11 slow"
neutrons. Therefore, the lunar albedo consists of varying
neutron energies dependent on the scattering nuclei of the
niateria.l.
Blastic scattering has a strong 'dependence on the
-itornic weight of the scattering center,.c	 the loss boinr.j
greatest for hydrogen. Consider the simple collision of
ca ri r	 a.	 cleus in the ce te r-o lr-ruass coordinates
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 ii;- the energy of the neutron after the- collision" with
a nucleus of mass 1.1; B I is the energy before the collision
and m is the mass of the noutron (Rusk, 196 4.). For a head
on collision of a neutron with a pro ton at rest, the abover.
I
fi
equation c.ho;:,s that tht., neutron loser all, of it,- cmc rgy zinc
111ot11cntum with the momontum and kit,cit: ic energy }acing trst)s-
ferx:ed to the proton, However, since randortl c:ol.l, i s ions occ:ttr
at varying angles,' the neutron will lose on the ave=rage only
63 percent of its energy per collision. After two such
coll.:i.sion^, the: neutron would have only 14 perct.nt: of its
original, energy. A 2 --Mov neutron can be reduced to thermal
energies i ll about :18 collisions' in hydrogen (P.usk, 3.964).
^-	 The average dumber of collisions needed to reduce the energy
of a neutron from one value El
2
 to any va lue E; is given by
Where	 is defined as the average decrease in the logarithm
of energy per collision, i.e., ^ ° In (B /E) . ^for hydrogen
7.
has a value of J.; for carbon, ^ ° 0.16 (Soudak, 1962). In
the case: of isotropic scattering in the Cm system, the f
for A > 3.0 is approximately 2/(A + . 67) . Hence:, the neutrons
that emerge froin the surface of the moon depend strongly on
the atomic weight of the scattering centers. Hydrogen wi ll.
produce: a high flux of slow neutrons if it appears in 'the
sub-surface mscteri.al.
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Haviow of Mout-.ron SC zIttC-,, rJ_',Icf T11cory
Elastic S-cattoring is urinal ly the Only r 770CCSS VIIICII
occurs with nomtrons of a few Flov or loss ancl eIc?! !:tco.nts of
low A., J.. v. j, A	 25. At highar anargies the scaUerod
M'Utron has	 enc!;.-gy than the incident neutron; the
difference is used in nuclear, excitation. Usually a gamma
ray is ralecasocl in the cle•excitation process, flowevell , in
the low A claments, the lowest excktod state is vary high
(many Mcv) , hence, only elastic scattering oc'cu'rs (Prices
As the fast neutrons tram.-se. Matter. and lose energy,
the process of thormalization is o.,-,-tablishocl. If the miclium
has a low absorption cross section, a Maxwellian di,.'stribution
will arise from the motion of the scattering atorkis and the
thermal neutrons. This, however, is not exactly trme since
some absorptim will prevail and there will, be lockage be-
 thermal, ization. For, a low A material which weakly
absorbs, the neutron energy distribution approximates an
equilibrium clistribution. This Maxwellian distribution can
-be representecl its follows:
	
4
N(R)cIE --:-. 2,TTn/(TtI-,7' 3/2) 2e--FAT
The average energy is (3/2)kT while the coos  probable
velocity is (2kT/ifl t . At T = 293.6X 0 1 E ='kT	 .-,253 ev;
the raost probable velocity is 2200 ra/sec. The total., flux
-
is given by 5 = f cc N(u)dvV 	 nu	 f pcTv where p is theo 
density of neutrons.
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v,hc.n tho s10o, nculaxon,j ztppr.ozc:h t,hc rlttrl.ou." they
comb- N-, ithin rango of nuc:l.oax: forces. If. mic h a ncut+ron
is "attracted" by these, forces it can be captured,e ,
Ustially the oxcitod nucl ous emits a gairtma ray; this is
cal,1 c:d r, a^ai.4tti.ve capture (Tsbinj 1,963) . The prwsence
of a neutron with auz energy near the resonance energy
increases the probability of capture , .	 flowaver, most of
the resonance capture is' for higher A elements. A medium
'With a low absorption cross sec tion and a low atomic
wei.yht, will mainly produce leakage. This leakage will
be affected by capture mainly at slow neutron energies
when the capture cross :sections bec:orlle important.
if a fast: noutron sours G i.s plac ccl near an abs-orbincl--
scattering material, with the neutron beard essentially
parallel, the trans-mi.tt.ed neutron intensity I i.; related
to the inc :dent intensity 7 o by the e.xponcn l.i:al equation
(Title, 1964).
O
where V is the pumbcr of atoms/cm3 in the absorbor, 6 is
.2
the total microscopic neutron cross section (cm /atom)
and x is the sample Chic}mess. The energies of the inci-
dent and transmitted neutrons are the same.,
 For more than
one type oil, atom, a swraunation over N and 6 is necessary.
This sunlamati.on is denoted by ^:t , the total macx;oscopi.c
neutron cross sec tion.
The preceding provides many essenZial.s for the problem
of sl.o,•ra ng do%-.n of neutrons. As the ncut7; ons diffuse and
scatter thYoucih tie mcdiur^i, the energies Correspondingly
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c:hanc;c .	 The tic:ittlrer por unit vol m;;.c; who.;u criorciy hC
changed to F per umii.t time is the	 dO .°n den:, try Cr, .
The relation botuc on cj ^ and the flux its as f.ol,l vas; . ' .(Tit] e,
R	 "
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where	 s is, }mown as the "slowi,no down powo r" of tI.io R
mod:ium . is the mean logarithmic energy lo ss per.
collision. 	 x	 > .
7n a medium w1ii,ch procluc:es thermal. ixation, multi-
group diffusion theory may be applied.  Yn its, swim al osst^	 p	 Ry	 ^..,^ • .
form, raulti- group redu6es ta one-group whore group refers
to neutronse, at the saran energies. This is a low--ordor.
appro.xi.mati.on of tranh;poi; t theory in that the neutrccnira
of constant energy diffuse, through a tcmedivi m. The
differential equation of diffusion theory is as fol, l.ov's
(Gl.asstone and Rdl.und, 1952) :
x•	 '
n V 20 _. -A. + s at 	 .
a.^	 a
Here ¢ is the neutron faux in neutrons, c•m Z -•sec, Xm tYie '
absorption mean free' path, v the diffusion coefficient,
S the source strengthength per unit volut-tie, n the neutron
.•
density in neutrons per unit volume, and t is the time.
The neutron flux is related to the neutron speed v, as
fol.l ov,,s :
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The nautroit damsi,t,y in the
honc e. tbo ); i,cfh t hLind
ecivat 1 to zv o. Usually th{
poi nts. 0Xcopt t0he origin S
may then be. writ-tun
sto-ac°ly sisitts i. consto'; a, It ir:
g i.ctc., of tho a ;vr. cqui.-t.ion
.-ro Js a vDi nt our.co; at a3 l..
is za o. The above c.c, uat. on
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The diffusion  length T,' is def ined -as	 D) k Thusa
T,2
D 'is defined as ^^t^ wharf. xisi  tho t:ran.spor, t moan free
tx3 
path gi.vcn ny (^--cc►a'	 i,s the total. mean free path and
c;os4 it, the tvC :age cos;i.nc: of the scattcri.ric,; angle, in the
laboratory system. In the Cli sys tem, cos Q .v 2/3(A ), hemce
tr	 (1-2/3[11))
For a. description of slowing down using one cl roup
dia.f f tis ion theory, the "slowing down `power" is used in
place of the absorption rncan free pa.t l . L then represents
thra s1oeing down le ngth f~or epi,thermals, i.e. * neutrons
wi..+•h anergi es krom 0.1--3.00 ev, The solution of the one
group equation for a point SOM37ce in an infinite horaog--
enotis medimi is (Fold, 1953_)
e^rA,
4vD r
where 0 is the ep ther.mal of slowing down flux, or it 's the
thermal flux, depending on the energy,
C.	 'ullar 1:11tonsitic" sc;
The neutrons that are 1-^roduccd oil the surface of the
inoon are a result of intaraction-S) of cosmic rays with tho.
surf ace nucl.03. Fig. I shows the observod solar. (Fichtel,
1963) and gal l ),ctic Cosmic rays proton flux. Without a
inagnetic field or an atmosphere, the charged particles
(ma.ijily protons) of low enargy are not deflected away
from the moon, hence, there are direct interactions be-
tween the primaries and the surface nuclai. r he flux may
Ise like, that fc,-,ind near the goomagnetic poles of the Earth.
The nuclear reactions are complax which include meson
production, evaporation, and knock-on mochzinisins.
It should be noted that the production of neutrons at
the surface of the moon is	 five times that of tie
global average of the Earth (Lingenfelter, Canfield and
tress) . Besides the high incident cosmic ray flux, the
average atomic weight of the surface of the moon is
higher than the 1-:arth's atmosphere. Also, pions created
in the primary interactions may intergai ct before decaying.
All of the preceding generate the increased production
value. An zappY.'(.)xiriiat ion of the Lunar albado can be made
by scaling the 41me of the terrestrial albedo (Haynes
and Korff, 1960)'. The slow neutron density near 40 degrees
8	 3.georazicfnetic latitude is I x 10 	 neutrons/cm
	
Latex'
mez.surements of the fast albedo revealed the flux to be
ap.U,koxirtia"Cely 0.1/cm2 /sec at geomagnetic latitu^te of 41•
degrees.
The neutrons uroduced on the Itinar surface result
frt,iii inelastic urocesses in excited nucle5-. Gamma rays,
fe	 •	 •	 R
•	 f
IO +^ Yta 1/.kb1^V i1'IK.Y•InA.wYWl^"'fw..+trJ1VM^rl^YMI1h'J^..W114i\^fEMN4 M.JX1r^MtiA^.W^.
1 Viii+laN^w /INrW^N.W lil4r.w+	 •	 ^	 •
^^	 tOgilvie 1953
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rc:lIargod par tic 10E;, azad nout- ons. are a di r.^I ct. re s 1,13.i: , of
the interactions. The zaeutr;oncs 	 be c.apturod and
produce gc-i-timia rays or: ascape the. --Air: ac e of the: moon.
Li.ngenfcl.ter, Canfield and Hess (1962) t1se.d diffusion
theory to rstiro ate the Lunar, natitr.on al.bodo. The c al-
culat,ed equilibrixuta 1 c;ra};age spoctrura produced is dependent
'	 on the as;iumed compos i tion and very sensitive to the
hydrogen concentration. . The most significant result is
that of the ratio of slow to fast; nc.utr.ons varies with
the variation of the ratio of hydrogen to silicon atoms.
(S i13,con i.s used as a basis beoause [S ij is the: parameter
in Se6logical then ie.s . )
1:n an exper. i.riacnt. that would naeasutre such a ratio
of slow to fast neutrons, from the 1.tlnar sur.ftace, the
thermal neutron cross section would need to be %no van in
order to interpret the: results in terms of the absoltate
hydrogen concentration. 	 .
The lunar neutron flux will depend on the cross
sections and on the hydrogen content. The hydrogen
can be in the form of water of crystal_li.cs.taon and/or
in the form of ice.
App roxi,r(I<,;t :ely 0.5% of the lunar surface is believed
to be permanently shaded ,'(Watson et al., .1961) , and
fossil ice would remain at such sites. Volcanic rocks
have a water concentration of about l% by weight while
stony meteorites have about 0.1% by weight (Green, 3.964).
By correlating water concentration within the surface
of the moon, and the composition of the surface, a geological
connection can be made.
The exp^.r-I ment to be discussed here-in e;?aploys a
s i mulattor of lunar nE tLi.rons . By using a I a lf.-1 vial similar
,to that of the surf.acc: of the moon and be having a sourto
of fast: nout;?:ons ,	 counting rate Il1easul:emeI1ts are rutcle o.f
the slow and fast neutrons as a funct i m of the water.
content: in the material. 	 A correlation is than made
between the ratio of the slow to fast neutrcm cmnti ng
rates wid the water. concentration.
	 Y a
Any significant statistical deviation in observed
counting ray
 es can be then tired as ail index of hydrogen
concentration.
	 Therefore, the purpose of this research•
Y	 and thesis was to test the ideas outlined above and
establish quantitatively the sensitivity of the technigm-,
to wa;:er. concentration.
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The Itinar neutron simulator consists of (fig. 2) a
cylindrical dram with dixtensi•ons of 5 feat in length and
3 f.e .t i.n diameter. The drum is mounted Aso that it- can
•1
be rotated around the horizontal axis and also placed in
a vertical position. 7t is suffi,ci.cntl.y large :o that
over a ton of material. may be loaded into it.
The three noutr. on detectors are located in the
center, of the drum at a distance, of approximately 5
and 1/'2 inches from the neutron source. The detectors
are 3.20 degrees apart.
The neutron source used was a pl.utoni,um-berylli.um
radioactive source with a neutron yield 'of approximately
106 neutrons/'sec. The distribution of energies is from
I Mev -- 10 Mev with the peak energy yield centered at
5 Mev. This source was similar to the neutrons produced
on the lunar surface since the lunar neutrons are.
initially fast , neutrons of several 'Mcay.
The media used were , ii ' basaltic material front
West Texas (a volcanic rock) and a f inely washed variety
of sand. These two samples were used so that the effects
of differing elemental composition could be evaluated.
The druum was filled to a level of 4 feet from
the lower end to insure proper neutron thermal i.zation.
This also gage a geometry which had equal amounts of
material from source to d fi'tE=C tors 211d sotirce to surface.
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Any Icvc1* Less tha,t 4 feet: would 0.1 ow O"'p i them mil IlCutrolls.
to 1.e4a}s from tho trop stsr fac o. thc:roby 	 Vic so, iaeu's^•on
for Count i nsf .
F Tho procod"re used during the exp-,riment was to
use the druln in a horizontal. positim for mixing the
mataria.1 card the grater.	 The drum has curved vanes which
Gallo-vi proper mixing and uniformity of water content.
After rnixi,ng,	 the drum is placed in the vortical position
so that the material may cove: the detectors and the
neutron source.	 Count.incj rates were obtained in this
mode of the simulator. i
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IWO uninode,a:ated proportional, coui Uers filled %At.h
Bi--,3. were . us cd as the slow noutr on detoo t or . The only
di.f ference betwoen the counters is- in the isotop ic
enr.ichmont of the baron in the BF  gas. 6ne counter
has a concontr,a.ti,on of 96% I310 while the other counter
has a conccnt).'ation of 11% B 10 and 89 X3 11 . Boron-1.0
,tr iflou)-ide detectors utilize the BJ.O (n..a) react i.on to
dotect slow ne utron s. BI has a high cross section 	 for
absorption of slow neutrons (1/v dependence; a
v, 
= 4000
barns). An alpha particle and lithium nucleus are
products of this reaction; these charged particleses produce
the ionization in the counter. The ionizing poc .ror of the
WO particles is rIca).ly the same .,, o that the not pulse
height is nearly equal to the pulse height clue to alpha
particles of energy 2.79 or 2.31. riev. A 480 Y.ev gElrivaa
ray is liberated 94/ of the time clue to the decay of
the l.ith ,tire nucleus. The F3 11' isotope' does, not have an
appr.eclabl.e absorption cross section for slow neutrons;
the preced ing reaction does not take place (Blizard,
Both' coilrters have a sensitive vol i;lme of 8 ,inches
and a diameter of 2 , inches., The fill, pressure was 90
cm IIg with the measured plateau less than 2% per 100
volts ` , (fig, 3) . The operating voltage was found to be
3200 volts for both of the counters,
The difference of the counting rates in the two
detectors is a measure of the slow neutron density.
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if n is the countJ)-,g rat.. duc , to slow notitronS, irl a
10
counter f 13.1ad with 100,^,o' 11 , and b is the ba-Vkground
cowiting rato dtie to cheargod particles, thon
ti
A	 0. 96n + b
B	 0. ].In + b
where: A and B are the two rileaskired c6tinting ratos of the',
two co"nters (1 1%orff, 1945). Those two equations mi-;q be
solved for n and for the background counting rate b.
Tho fast neutron dotector cons.tsts of -:tn organic
scintillator in which the neutron is detected through
the (n,p) elastic scattering process. The scintillator,
has the property in that a neutron will,. lose some of.
its ener(jy to the proton hence causing a pulse of
light. A photoinul tip]. ior tube d6tects the light Emd
the electronics acts upon this pulso (nayiftes, 1965).
At the energies of fast neutrons, the scinti.11ator
also reacts to charcre., -d particles and g-aima rays. Uence,
a guard counter which consists of an inorganic scintillator
surrounds the orcyanj Scintillator;j -c	 this is called a
phoswi,cli system. Charged particles N-rhich traverse the
two scintillatoy.-s cause pUlses to be genera'Led in bo th
layers. The pulses are differentiated from each other
by pulse-shape dicsrimination. The garnma rays are also
rejected through the pulse-shape discrinimation. The
lower level. of the detector is set at 3. Mev with the
range being up to 3.5 Mev- The resolving time is 2.0
sec.
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Tile tv.0 slo%r 11outz.'011 & tc* c _017 X'Cq t3,x* c. sL s.^u^.cAc
of Ili.gh Vo . tiige, all aijpl, i,f'i.r.ctt ion sy.-SLe j and a couiltinct
systera. Tho powor. supply "sod was a FI tIko Gorpo:, atti on
model. 4001 which is an extremely wol.l rc^ul ailed, low
R
noise. instrumont, The regulation is 0.001/ for ].Cry
line charge, with a ripple less than I ' m F.M.S.
The amplification system consisted of an nr f;oo	 .
 k•
3.03 pr,caq,.) and 203 amplifier designed for use with sol. i.d
Matte radiation dctcctors. This system has low noise
and the high sensitivity needed for the dotect.or z .
The fast neutron do wactor reclui.r.ed two small
power stlppl.i es for :L. 8 volts and the cotintter..
The pulse from the (n,a,) reaction is usually about .
at millivolt at the output. of the proportional counter.
.	 Gamma rays generate fe 7or ions than do the neutrons..
The pulses due to the gamma background a ,rei much smallor
than the neutron pulc,^es and are easily blocNed by the
,proper selection of the bias i.n the amplifier, syste. ,
The T3 10 counter has a maximum ,coun.ting rate of
appl:oYi111'attel.y 5 x 1.0 5 cps while the; maximum counting
rate observed Sn this wxperiment w s on the order. of
34 x 3.0 cps. fIence, the system was not be ing paralyzed
by a high count'i.n1 rate and capable of responding to
success i.ve events.
The efficiency of a neutron counter is defined as the
fraction of the! neutrons which, upon entering the counter,
result in a count. The probability of the absorp ,i,on of
]. 0
a neutron passing a distance d throu^^`hL the B	 i.s
I ,
#Y n sj !!
ry	
F
a,.-c;}, ,^ ( . ' I ct ^~^ Ct.':;1t. ►1: nCj CL C-013 $m")i c^.	 ) 'c`I,: c^,,	 C
nrtltron s (Price, 1958) . Iq S s  t1Ic. num'1	 cif I11.0 atc wit
POI.- c*ul)i c cnntimcter and c is t-hn,
 appropri nt o c;rof;s soo .,
than . In gonc;ral s "11e cf f i,cti estc!y dep;:nds on thr s i zry aticl
shape: of the counter and on the di,rc:ction of i.nci,clenve of
the neutrons as well as th y: other py.-opo ties of the: countor.
in fig. 4, tho ofEi.r.i oncy is depicted for the cowit a .
use d in this e ;peri.ittent» (9(-rf onrichod) for nottt:ron , inc s-
dont par;°pendicular to the countor and fox: those panall e.),
to the counter. The efficiency for vario"s cnergi.ca;j haE;
the for-Ta
Efficiency v: I--exp( -0. f 24d (U. 025/F) )
x
Whore F; is the neutron energy in electron volts*.
The measured fast neutron scinti.l.l ataz r.f.•fi.ca"Onoy
is shown in fig. 5 (Haymes, 3.965); it follows the zhapci
of the cl asti,c- scatt-a ina cross section on anorgy above
the clect.roni.cal.l.y --set; threshold of 1. Nev.
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U. F^ ^^er xmnnt al Procedure.
The objective o1: this experiment was to measure
the	 neutron counting rate, the fast neutron counting
rate:, both at a given (and mcasured) water: content in
the. material. As previously stated, the simulator 'eras
pos i.ti.^ned in the vertical mode when obtaining the
counting rates. This; was, to insure that the counters
and the neutron source . were entirely covered. Counting
rates wore obtained and normalized to five minute ti.rne:
sagrneni:s. Due to the high counting rate, good statistics
were obtained.
After the counting periods were made, the - imulator.
was placed into the horizontal mode. Samples were then
taken of the mate'rial at variousous pos i.tions in the simu-
lator. These samples, ranging between 10--20 grams, were
then weighed using an analytical balance. Each of the
samples were weighed to the nearest milligram. The veigh-
g.
i,ncf was also :4: 1 mg. Thus taking large sarcipl.es reduced
the relative errors to a minimum.
The samples ,
 were. then heated to a temper. attire of
approximately 600 degrees F' for several hours until a con--
scant Freight was obtained. A dessicator was used to dry
and cool, the samples before rewe ighing. The weight Loss
then was recorded.
The determination of  contc.'.nt involves many
-factors such as particle size., , clhendical composition, a.nd
typ rV of water binding. 7'llnE basaltic mct-LE:r-: l?. used had a
chemical compe_ i t on as del^i.cted in fig. 1.64 The water
con 4ai,rind in this matt tal as indicated L^ v,1 ter of 	 .
,.
r•
Ilk
Eel,
ow
cry c t:a:l 1 i rat,i.on . 7.'he: analysis given was basod on-105
degxces centigr adc . nowever, in an area where the
relative huttiidi.t.y is higti, this substance will have: iabsorbo.d
wetter. (Skoog, 3.962) which is ca a i.ly - dri.ven off by heating
to 105 C. There is also occluded water which occurs , in
mi.crosc:opi,c pockets in the rock material..
At 600 dogr. ees' F, all of the absorbed water and
water; of crystallization , will be driven out; some of the
occluded water will also be lost. Since carbon diox ide
is also driven out of the material, some correction might
have to be made in the analys is through weight-- loss. How
-ever, before the experiment. began, the entire basaltic
material wa heated to 600 F in order to start from a
low water content. Therefore, no c.orrectiuns were required.
The other sample, sand, required no initial heating
since it had a low water content (< 0.15 1.). In fig. 6 the
yeight loss as a function of temperature' is given (Nutting,,
1943). in sand, the carbon dioxide driven off at 600 F
is negligible compared to Vla.t of water.
The ba.ck5round which was present in the slow neutron
counting systcm was pr. imari.ly clue to gamzia rays produced
in Che fast neutron source, cosmic rays add to the back-
ground; roughly one per minute will. cross every square
cm of horizontal. sectional area near sea level (Ko?ff:
1.9,55) . Natural contamination from the counter is neg-
ligible compared to the other sources. Finally, bt.ck--
around clue to local. radioactive materials and the
basaltic and sand mater. ils give a small addIt.ion to 'the
background.  	 10The background c^ra^ less than ?.^/, of the ^
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counting rate. Of this value, wore than 9-Cr/,, wa"l due to
the neutj:on soured in ; idci the simulator.
The distribution of neutron energies and fl.uxes can
be anticipated by use of the diffusion parameters. The
sl.o^- ing down length, defined as the aver age shortest
distance that a neutron travels in slowing dotan from some
energy to another. (Isbi.n, 1.960, is comparable to the
source-detector distance. A value of approximately 9
inches in basalt indicates that in the energy range of
the 4 biev aver age (13eckur. ts, 1964] source Energy to ther--
ma1, energie s, the neutrons are ther.malized. Holeever, the
very high energy neutrons arc! not thermalized in this
range, but are in the epithermal range. For closer, source-
detector distances, the counting rate will increase because
the slow neutron density increases appr. o,t i mate ly as 1. /r.
As water is added to the materiel., the neutrons
which are slot.e:d t down to the epi.thcrmal energies begin
to be further slowed down, hence they are counted. This
also trill. cause some of the faster neutrons to be slo-v;ed
down so that t'ncy will .r,:. t be counted by the fast counter..
in fig. 7 'the counting rates for the source-detector
distance are sho%-n. Outside the simulator, the flux is
approximately 1/10 that of the 1.5" distance flux and
represents the leakage from the 'simulator. The fluxes
computed by diffusion theory and the resulting counting
rates for thermal neutrons are comparable.
in fig. 6 the counting rate is plotted versus the
depth bel o;a the top level of the medium. This indicates
that the cen ter o -C maxiI imi s lo—, d neutror< <, tivity does
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not vary app.recialal.y over the ranges indi,catc:d. Hence,
	
the levels of both the sand and the basalt are not xe•= R	 R.
criti,red to exactly coincide, Physically.
	
This is also an indication of the the i:nlal:^Gaf^a.ti,^^ 	 `
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that is present; the small variations observed are not.
statistically significant. If the neutrons were not
completely thermal ized, then a smZlyl change in the soltrca- .
detector distance: wmild give an appreciable change in
°w counting rates
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In figs. 9 and 3.0, the ratio of slow to fast na" ron	 •.
counting rates corresponding to the eclo.i•valent water c ozn-W
tent ate depicted. A loast, :squares fit of a ] inear• curve
to the data gives a slope of 4.79/%F1 2 0 for basalt and
2.22/%H 0 for sand. The standard deviation of the observed
counting rates is very small, slue to high counting rates and.
long exposure times. The standard deviation of the water
l
content values varies due to irregularities in the miRxing
process, st ch deviations for the sand are rntich lowc:J; than`
those raeasure:d for basalt. This is because the satl.t is
•	 R
much easier to mix with the water. The composite LOL11-1t•ing
rates are plotted in figs. 11 and 12.
•	 + i
The difference in the slopes of the curves in fists,
9 and 10 can be attributed to two factors. One is 'that
the slowing cZmni length of the neutrons in the _sand is
longer than that of the basalt, so that there are fewer ^
thermal neutrons to count. This is seen in the coun t- 3 1g
rates in , fi.g.. 12. There is a higher flux of ep."thermal
neutrons that are then affected cons i^ der ally by the R
addition of water. A more noticeable increase in the
counting rate is consequently produced. The other factor
is that the basalt has a higher cross section for abscr p-
tion than the sand (see fig, 16 for chemical analysis)
This ' will. tenet to cause more thermal neutrons to be ex••
tracted from the niediu i, hence, the counting rates are
also affected.
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Li.ngonfel,ter,, Canfield ^ncl lie=ss (1,C1I) have calcL?1.a u
the cosinic ray induced neutron l.e a%age spectrima for various
assumed lunar. compositions. The equilibrium spoctrum is
sho%-rn in fig.fi  1.3. According to this analysis, hydro-,on
may be detected if the ratio of HIS  	 0.05. This corre-
sponds to chondr-ites of .3/ water by wei.crht. It %-,,as
as suined by LC:H that the surface of the moon was si,mil.ar ti
to chondrit.ic material which has a composition similar to
basic rocks of the Earth..
The ratio of H/Si	 0.05, which also is 0.25 grti/cm
• in the upper 100 ym/cm2 of the lunar crust, is dependent
on the cross section of thermal absorbers and uncertain
in LCH's calculation of :L 5CP/. The Surveyor iniss.ionS
have Clete.L ,; .ned the chemical composition and hence the
therplal--neutron cross section to i 7/0 with this value,
the ratio of H/Si will be kno%,7n to about ^ l0%. (In
4	
•
general, the value of the H/S i. ratio can be de term inE---c1
to nearl.v the same accuracy as the cancer. tai.nty in the
total capture cross section for H/Si. 0.1, LCH, 1961).
'The following relation between mineral type and
the ' fraction of neutrons which leak into space holds:
Mineral Zee	 Neutron Lc►e aue
Chondrites	 35.9'/
Basalt	 29.7
Granite	 32.3
Tektites	 40.0
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For c:hondr. i.t ic: mute i al, t.hc: 	 Tc c1E.creaacs to
30.3;/ with the addition of 0.1 hyclroVen atom per si.l.i.cori,
and 17.5% %,i.th 1.0 hyd.rogc:n per. silicon  (I' CII, 1963.). The
lealtage is quite insensitive to changes in the capture
cross section; a 35 decrease in capture cross section
yielding only a 0.6;,O' increase in the leakage, and a 50/
increase yielding only a 0.7% de-crease.
Xn fig. 14 the calculated neuti-on counting rate
ratios for a B10  proportional counter, and the same
detector with a flat response at higher energies by
using a moderator are shown. rivo detectors are needed
in the Lunar experiment clue to the uncertainty in the
absolute source strength and the thermal cross section
for absarpti.on (LCfl, 2.961)
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The results of the alp)-ia-scattering analyses of the
M1
top layers of the moon's survace (Turkavich, 1.967) provides
tis with the cheinical composition at the landing sites of
Surveyors V, VI,, and VII (fig. 15). The hydrogen concen-
tration cannot be estimated from an alpha-scattering
experiment. In fig. 17, the iaea stir emen ts of the lunar
composition are shown, and in comparison, in fig. 3.8 the
chemical analysis of the materials used in this experiment
are shown.
The Surveyor V and VI landings were in the niaria
regionS, while Surveyor VII was performed in a . highlands
site. The results indic-ate that the composition is clecarly
different from that of chondrites and resci-iil-A.es, that of
terrestrial basalts. The VII analysis shows a marked
difference from the other two analyses in that the iron
content is distinctly less (the , "Fe ll peak in the Surveyor
analyses also include neighboring elements).
LCH's calculations were primarily based on the
clioncIritic, theory of the moon. Chondrites,' which are
stony meteorites, were linked with -a
.
parent body, possibly
the moon. Hence,. this th,,6ory needs to be' revised and LCH Is
calculations based on the basaltic composition.
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Arne rican Sci.enco and EnSli.nc er—Ing habc; prcparad a
re" oz: t (NSF+;- 1„ 91, 9) for, the National Aeronau t;i cs and Spac e
Administration for a proposed 1,una.r' urfacc exploration
c:XperimciAt. Fart of this experiment will concern the
measurement, of the lunar neutron flux. This will be an
orbital expor. i.jiwmt in a near-moon orbit; the orbital
velocity would be about 1.7 kin/sec, ' in a thirty second
time interval, an omnidirectional, detector will scan a
path on the lunar sur face of abotit 50 }sin in Length (th y
R
altitude is z►boat 20 nautical. miles) .
For a bas^ ►l,t is Lunar composition, a change in the
water concentration from 0.2/ -- 0. 3/ would result in about
a 4 change in the sl.a--a counting rate (asstu•ing the fast
component is constant) . For the satellite. experiment to
see this change, ono: must Look at the expected counting
rates. Using the LCII value of a neutron 'strength approxi-
mately five: tames that of the Earth's atmosphere, and
using (IIaymes and Rorf, f, 1960) the slow neutron density
near the top of the mid--Latitude atmosphere to be
approx. inlatel.y 1 x 1.0~a
 neutrons/cm3 , a counting rate ofR
900 C/min i.s expected. A background of charged particles
(using the valves .near the Earth's poles) is about 1000
c/mi.n. These counting rates assume that the detectors
eznplpyecl are similar to those in this experiment. The
values, for the B3.0 counter would be about 3.900 c/m n a:Id 	
4
13.00 c/rni.n for the B 1' 1 counter.
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The principal results of the lunar neutron alDedo feasibility
study are hown in figs. 9 and 10. These data show that statistically-
significant deviations in the ratio of the slow to fast neutrons
result when the hydrogen concentration in the sample is only slightly
changed.
One consequence of the Surveyor lunar alpha-scattering experiments
is that basalt provides a good mockup of the lunar surface material.
A change of 0.2 - 0.3% in water content (which represents the
chondritic water content by weight) would produce a change in
the slow counting rate of about 4%, using a basalt from West Texas
(the fast component in this experiment was seen to be constant to
a first approxination).
in a thirty second integration time, an area of .,50 km on
the moon would be swept out. A proposed lunar orbiting experiment
would see a neutron counting rate of approximately 1900 c/min for
the slow B10 counter. A probability of 0.8 exists that a 4% change
in the ratio would be detected, even in a
.
single pass over an area
this size.
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